
The Simple & Proven Roadmap
Building Energised Mums 

In 8 Weeks

When Mums Win, Everyone Wins.



Drop 2 Dress Sizes While Building A Strong,

Toned, Energised Body That Works For You.

In 3 Hours Per Week And Without Any BS

Restrictive Diets.  





An Note
From James

Hey Mum, James here, I’m on a mission to have a multi generational

impact starting with the Mums Of Today.

I do not say this lightly, the PUSH program and this Roadmap are my life's work.

An accumulation of 3 years working with Mums online, 5 years of personal training

specialising in sustainable weight loss for mums 30+ and over a decade studying

health and fitness to learn exactly what it takes for Mums to win LONG TERM. 

Much of what we do at PUSH goes against the grain of a fitness industry

that 99% of the time, sets Mums up to fail. I 'm proud to say that we 've

now helped over 300+ Mums across Australia prioritise their bodies and

health in a sustainable way. To become energetic influences in their own

lives, for themselves and their families. 

If you follow the steps we give you and open yourself up to be coached

and supported, you WILL be next. I have 100% certainty when I tell you

that. 

Your Greatest Tomorrow Starts Today.

MORE ABOUT ME

https://www.pushprogram.com.au/about/
https://www.pushprogram.com.au/about/


Coaching,
Community &
Culture

The reason PUSH Mums get such incredible

results both quickly AND sustainably is

because we don't expect 'information' to be

enough to help them long term, instead

we've built an empowering environment of

support and coaching while developing a

winning culture within the PUSH Program™



Your 8 Week
Roadmap 

Phase 1

IGNITE: 

Cementing your

foundations

Weeks 1 & 2

Setting you up for

success. 

On-boarding

Phase 2

BUILD: 

Building Your

Machine

Weeks 3-5

Phase 3

COMPOUND: 

The 'Magic' Of

Compounding

Results

Weeks 6-8

Walk away with the

result and all the

tools to keep it for

life.

Forever

On-boarding Future Self



THE PUSH PROGRAM

Simple 3-Phase Roadmap

I G N I T E
PHASE 1

B U I L D
PHASE 2

C O M P O U N D
PHASE 3



PHASE 1: IGNITE

WEEKS 1-2

P H A S E  1
INGNITE

P H A S E  2
BUILD 

P H A S E  3
COMPOUND



Week 1

Phase 1 

IGNITE

Week 3Week 2 Week 4 Week 6Week 5 Week 8Week 7

Phase 1 is all about implementing the habits and routines that are going to set

you up for success, not only within this program, but for the rest of your life. 

 

We 'll customise your strength training program and help you begin integrating

these sessions into your life in a sustainable way (maximum 3 hours per week

training). 

 

You 'll follow the 80/20 nutrition protocol that all our Mums follow. This strategy

builds in 20% luxury so you never have to go without the foods you love or eat

separately to your family. But we 'll also look closely at your specific nutrition

with you to ensure you are fuelling for fat loss.

 

Phase 1 is about implementing simple habits, starting to see results and

building momentum and belief

 

Nothing builds momentum and belief quite like actually seeing the fat beginning

to come off and the strength, energy and confidence sky rocketing.



PHASE 2: BUILD

WEEKS 3-5

P H A S E  1
INGNITE

P H A S E  2
BUILD 

P H A S E  3
COMPOUND



Week 1 Week 3Week 2 Week 4 Week 6Week 5 Week 8Week 7

Phase 2 

BUILD

Now that you have solid foundations and habits in place and have started to see results, our focus is for

you to build as much muscle and strength as possible so your metabolism actually does the work for you

long term. (You will NOT get 'bulky '! you 'll develop a toned, athletic physique over time)  

 

The more we can build your metabolism, the more calories and fat your body will burn while training AND

while resting.

 

This is the secret to making results highly sustainable: building a Strong, Toned, machine that works FOR

YOU instead of against you.

 

Phase 2 is where we build your machine and continue to see the fat come off.

 



PHASE 3: COMPOUND

WEEKS 6-8

P H A S E  1
INGNITE

P H A S E  2
BUILD 

P H A S E  3
COMPOUND



Week 1 Week 3Week 2 Week 4 Week 6Week 5 Week 8Week 7

Phase 3 

COMPOUND

Phase 3 is where we take the momentum and results so far and put the foot down!

With the machine you have built through phases 1 and 2 you 'll now have more flexibility and luxury than ever.

Because we have increased your base metabolism, you 'll now be able to achieve fat loss even easier WITHOUT

starving yourself, avoiding all the foods you love or eating separately to your family. 

WITHOUT spending hours on end in the gym or seeing exercise as a chore.

This is the holy grail of fat loss that so few mums ever reach because they didn't build any foundations, habits

or a real machine..



THE PUSH TEAM
Providing The Support To Ensure You Win

Elyse

Client Success Support

As well as supporting Mums before they even join

our program, Mum of 3 Elyse keeps a close eye

on the training compliance statistics of our clients

so we can reach out and course correct

whenever required. 

Patricia

On-Boarding Coach

Mums of 2 (and James ' better half!) Patricia set 's our

Mums up for success from the start, ensuring smooth

progress through our critical on-boarding system to

launch our Mums into the program with immediate

momentum and confidence. 



1 2

BOOK CALL

Here's What
To Do Next
Let's hop on a 30 min call to discuss exactly

where you're at right now, get complete clarity on

where you want to go from here then decide the

best course of action for you moving forward.  

Hit the button below and

select the date and time

that works for you

Ensure you are available

for 30 minutes to receive

your call 

https://calendly.com/pushcoaches/bookcall
https://calendly.com/pushcoaches/bookcall
https://calendly.com/pushcoaches/bookcall
https://calendly.com/pushcoaches/bookcall
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